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contract is made there and is usually performable there. Never-
theless, complete accuracy requires us to say that the position
between the principal and third parties is regulated by the law
of the country with which the contract made by the agent is
most substantially connected. This appears to have been the
meaning of Lord Esher, though he preferred to base the rule
upon the presumed intention of the principal and agent. What
he said in effect was that if in country X an authority exercis-
able in country T was conferred by the principal upon his
agent, the parties must have intended that its exercise should
be subject to the law of T.1
Minor No great harm is done, however, by emphasizing the signifi-
perfom- cance of the place where an agent acts, as long as we do not
ance alone read into it any suggestion that the lex loci solutionis as such
g°/**T«- g°verns questions affecting the performance of a contract. That
law, where it does not represent the proper law, has only a
minor part to play. It is generally said that only matters con-
nected with the mode of performance, as contrasted with those
that affect the substance of the contract, lie within its province.2
Analytically, this antithesis is difficult to sustain, and perhaps
it is better to abandon any attempt at precision and merely to
say that the minor details of performance fall to be governed
by the lex loci solutionis. Examples of questions that have been
reserved for that law are the money of payment, i.e. the cur-
rency in which a debt is dischargeable,3 the date at which a
bill of exchange matures for payment,4 the date at which lay
days begin to run,5 the hours during which delivery may be
tendered,6 and the meaning to be attributed to the word 'along-
side* in a stipulation providing that the cargo is 'to be taken '
from alongside the steamer'.7
V.   DISCHARGE
Proper law     There is no doubt, either on principle or authority, that
discharge affects the substance of the obligation and that it is
1	Chatenay v. Brazilian Submarine Telegraph Co,, [1891] I Q.B. 79, 82-83,
2	Auckland Corporation v. Alliance Assurance Co., [1937] A.C. 587, 606;
Mount Albert Borough Council v. Australasian Temperance and General Mutual
Life Assurance Society, [1938] A.C. 224, 24.0.
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